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Preliminary Planning 
Pre-Assessment: KWL chart, class discussions 
Objectives: Students will participate in a shared reading of The Giving Tree. 

Students will discuss the relationship between trees and people in the story. 
Students will contribute to a class KWL chart. 
Students will create an individual KWL with at least 4 things they Know and 4 things they wish to 
learn. 
Students will write an entry in their learning log. 

Individual Modifications: Jonathan and Katy will be position strategically during learning activities to accommodate their 
special needs. 

Materials: Shel Silverstein’s The Giving Tree 
Chart paper 
Long sheets of paper for student charts 
Student learning logs 

Content Standards: 1.3.5 C, F 

Learning Sequence 

Learning Activity (what) Procedure (how) Time 

Introduction/Motivation (Anticipatory Set, Focus Attention, Give Objectives, Goal Structure) 
Introductory question to stimulate 
thinking 
 
Reading objectives 

Ask students if they have ever gotten anything from a tree in their lives or 
ever used a tree for anything.  Allow students to share their responses. 
 
Explain that we are going to be reading a story about a man and a tree.  
Throughout the story, we will be looking for ways the tree helps or does not 
help the man. 

5 
 
 
1 

Learning Activities (Input, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided Practice, Indep. Practice) 

Shared reading of The Giving Tree 
 
 
 
 
Sharing 
 
 
 
Extension of story 
 
Class KWL 
 
 
 
 
 
Individual KWL 
 
 
 
 
 
Writing activity – Learning log 
 

Situate class in a circle on the floor.  Distribute student copies of book.  
Begin reading aloud as students follow in their books.  Stop at key points in 
the story to ask students to make connections to their own life and observe 
the role of the tree in the plot. 
 
Ask students how the tree helped the man and how the man did/did not help 
the tree.  Ask students to compare this to how trees have helped them in 
their lives. 
 
Ask students how the tree may have felt at various points in the story. 
 
Tell students that now that their thoughts are focused on trees, we’re 
beginning a unit focusing on an exploration of trees, forests, and their role in 
our lives.  Explain KWL charts and model an example fact and question 
about trees.  Ask each class member to contribute an item to the KWL chart.  
Record on KWL on chart paper. 
 
Now that students have observed a properly modeled KWL, they will create 
their own.  Students return to their seats.  Paper is distributed.  Students fold 
paper into 3 sections, labeling them Know, Wonder, Learn.  Students will 
then add at least 4 items to both the K and W sections.  Teacher circulates 
to assist as needed. 
 
Explain to students that a learning log will be used to show their progress 
through the unit, as well as give them a chance to reflect on what they have 
been learning.  Give students some examples of good entries, such as 
entries that retell what they learned, entries that react to what they learned, 
and entries that ask questions and extend what they have done in class. 
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5 
 
10 
 
 
 
 
 
10 
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and entries that ask questions and extend what they have done in class. 
Students write an initial entry in their learning log.  Teacher answers 
questions as needed. 

Closure (Review, Check for Understanding, Future Forecast, Transition) 

Ask a few students to share some items 
from their KWL chart or learning log. 
 
Tell students that tomorrow we will get 
started in a new book about forests. 

 
 
 
Collect and review KWL charts and learning logs to make sure students are 
on track. 

5 
 
 
1 

Post-Instructional Planning 

How will I evaluate student’s performance? (Checking for Understanding, Guided Practice, Independent Practice): 
Students will be evaluated by checking KWL charts and learning logs to make sure they were completed properly.  Results from 
the KWL charts will be used to tailor instruction in future lessons to fit student knowledge and interests. 
 
 


